
NCCS Procedures and Policies Regarding Teachers and Students 

3.4 Expectations for Relating with Students (page 15) 

• Establish a climate of love and care. 
• Define responsible Christian behavior for students, including guidelines and consequences for good and 

bad behavior in the classroom.  
• Help students learn self-discipline through appropriate correcting, chastening, and counseling. 
• Provide organized learning that helps students support and learn from each other. 

5.1.8 Guidelines for Physical Contact With Children 

At North County Christian School, the protecting of the child from an abusive situation is of the highest 
priority. We also feel that the staff of NCCS must be protected from unfounded accusation. For these reasons, 
the following guidelines are set forth for the safety of both children and staff. The goal is to be more than legal; 
we must be above reproach. 
 

A. Staff personnel should not be alone in a "non-observable" place with only one or two children. 
B. Help with clothing (i.e. torn dress, broken zipper, etc.) should be done in an open situation with other 

children and/or adults in clear sight.   
C. Do not have children sit on your lap. In early childhood this can be done, but must be in full sight of 

other children and adults.   
D. Refrain from carrying children unless an emergency situation requires it. In some situations it is best not 

to move children (i.e. broken bones) but seek help from the administration or secretary. 
E. When helping a child in the bathroom, doors are to be open. 
F. Do not arrange to meet a child alone outside of school.  
G. Do not exchange special gifts or clothing. 
H. One-on-one counseling between male staff and girl students must be done with utmost discretion, taking 

into account the age of the child; must not be done in a totally private area such as a room with a closed 
door. 

I. Student initiated demonstrations of affection need to be handled with discretion, taking into account the 
age of the child. 

J. Male staff must understand that they are at greater risk for sexual and physical abuse accusations. 
K. All staff must not use any form of corporal punishment in the discipline of children.  
L. Do not restrain a child except if there is a reasonable chance of harm to the child or others. If restraining 

a child, a staff person must use the utmost care in not accidentally causing physical abuse while 
controlling a child.  

M. Do not exchange emails or text messages except rarely and only related directly to school matters. 
Neither should be done during school since students are not supposed to use their phones in class. 
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